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I INTRODUCTION
Global communication networks incorporate satellite,
optical cable and radio transmission technologies operating in
a wide range of frequencies. With rapidly increasing
demands for bandwidth to handle hundreds of channels of
high-quality television, video teleconferencing, a wide range
of high-speed internet services and increasing mobility of
communications, microwave technologies are more than ever
in demand.
Millimeter wave radio is able to offer a large bandwidth
with the additional benefit of mobility, and cellular strategies
enable substantial amounts of information to be distributed
simultaneously to many users over a wide area.
But, any successful deployment of a wireless technology at
millimeter-wave frequencies that is intended for widespread
and extensive commercial application, depends on the
availability of a appropriate technology to produce low cost,
compact size, low power consumption an mechanical rigid
wireless systems. Monolithic-microwave integrated circuit
(MMIC) technology is considered vital for the success of
such systems.
Table 1. shows the types of transmission lines used in
microwave integrated circuits.
Most of MMIC’s designed so far have microstrip line
configurations, partly because of the vast amount of design
information available. The major disadvantage of microstrip
for MMIC’s is that the coupling between adjacent microstrip
transmission lines and components requires that they be
carefully spaced apart, which results in increased chip size
and higher cost.
Also, the microstrip impedance and guided wavelength
characteristics are very sensitive to substrate thickness, which
further increase design problems at higher frequency.
While microstrip will be used for implementation of each
MMIC, uniplanar technology is able to provide a high level
of integration and achieve some of these stringent
requirements such as low cost and compactness. Coplanar
waveguides (CPW) and finite ground plane CPW (CPWFGP)
have geometry suitable for monolithic integration, do not
require holes for mounting active and passive devices as does
microstrip, permit realization of both series and shunt
transmission-line stubs, low radiation and they have proven a
very successful technology both in terms of performance and
cost.
Many recent works have outlined the advantages of
uniplanar technology to design various microwave
functions[1], [2]. Using the possibilities offered by the
uniplanar technology, the designs of new multifunction
subsystems are made easier. It leads to a significant

simplification of the receiver and transceiver topologies.
Furthermore, this reduction of the circuit number corresponds
to a higher system capacity and a lower cost.
Table 1. Types of transmission lines used in MIC’s

In this paper, the design of a new dual-function, small-size
double-balanced mixers (DBM), suitable for a new generation
of wireless systems, is presented. They can be used as
conventional microwave mixers to upconvert the modulated
signal from a low frequency to the transmission frequency, or
to downconvert the received RF signal to IF. For millimeterwave applications where cost remains a major factor
restricting widespread use of wireless systems, the proposed
DBM’s can be used as direct BPSK modulator.
Also, the direct I-Q modulator/demodulator which
considerably simplifies the design of the transmitter for the
new generation of radio links at 22 GHz is presented.
II DOUBLE-BALANCED MIXERS

Double-balanced mixers are the most commonly used type
of mixers due to inherent isolation between all ports without
filters, extremely broad band operation and low
inermodulation. DBM consists of two transformers and four
identical diodes connected either in ring or star configuration.
The ring mixer is more amenable to low frequency
applications, in which transformers can be used. At
microwave frequencies transformers must be replaced by
baluns. Baluns do not have anything approximating the center
tap of a transformer, so some other structure must be used to
separate IF. Whatever technique is used, it is likely to restrict
the IF port bandwidth; it may also introduce imbalance, which
degrades the mixer’s port-to-port isolation.
The star mixer uses a diode star, which consists of four
diodes radiating from a common connection point. The outer
ends of these diodes are connected to the baluns. The IF
signal is extracted directly from the common node, without
any intervening circuitry. Due to that fact, star mixer has the
lowest parasitic IF inductance of any type of mixer, which
allows for mixers with broad IF bandwidths. The IF port is
DC coupled, which allows the star mixer to be used as a
phase detector, Doppler detector or in other application
requiring low (or DC) IFs.
The key component in design of a miniature DBM suitable
for MMIC’s is balun, which transform unbalanced
transmission lines to balanced. All DBM presented here are
based on novel, small-size double-Y baluns. Four different
realization of double-Y baluns are shown in Fig. 1:
microstrip-slot line[3], CPW-slot line[4], CPWFGP-CPS[5]
and CPWFGP-balanced microstrip[6]. Two of them are
uniplanar circuits (CPW-slot line and CPWFGP-CPS), while
the other are double-sided. Simple design, small dimensions
and impressive frequency bandwidth achieved with standard
technology, qualifies these baluns as a serious alternative to
other types of printed baluns, especially for broadband
wireless systems.
Review of double-Y baluns and their analysis based on
circuit theory is given in literature[7].
Ring mixers
Using double-Y baluns two simple, broad-band and
uniplanar ring mixers are designed: double-Y and CPWFGPCPS mixers.
A.. Double-Y mixer
The double-Y mixer[8],[9] consists of CPW-slot line a 6port double-Y junction, where the diodes are mounted, and an
uniplanar CPW-slot line balun. Four matched diodes are
placed at the open ended ports of the junction, while the other
two ports serve as RF and LO ports.
The broadband performance and extremely high LO/RF
isolation of this mixer follow mainly from the characteristics
of 6-port double-Y junction.
Fig. 2 shows the photograph of the realized mixer. It is
constructed on a 0.635 mm thick 25.4 X 25.4 mm alumina
substrate. RF comes to the Schottky diodes directly through
CPW while LO signal is coupled to the diodes via a slot line,

Figure 1. Four different realizations of double-Y baluns
which is then transformed to CPW using CPW-slot line balun.
The four wires connected to the series capacitors are DC
decoupled from ground and provide the hot IF path, whereas
the other four wires are connected to the LO side and provide
the ground return.
The measured conversion loss and LO/RF isolation with a
fix IF of 0.5 GHz and 10 dBm LO power is shown in Fig. 3.
In the frequency range 1.6-10 GHz conversion loss is
between 6. 0 and 8.5 dB, LO/RF isolation is greater than 30
dB and LO/IF isolation about 20 dB. The VSWR measured at
RF and LO ports is less than 2:1 and less than 3:1,
respectively.
This design offers improved LO/RF isolation and a
bandwidth greater than 1:6, whilst maintaining a conversion
loss similar to that achieved with other double balanced
mixers in the same frequency range.

The photograph of the realized mixer is shown in Fig. 4.
The mixer is realized on alumina substrate (εr=9.8,
h=0.635mm). Measured mixer characteristics in 2-15 GHz
range are given in Fig. 5. The average conversion loss is 6 dB
in midband, with rolloff to 9 dB at band edges for LO drive
10 dBm and IF frequency 200 MHz. Both LO/RF and LO/IF
isolations are greater than 20 dB in the entire band.

Figure 2. Photograph of the double-Y mixer
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Figure 4. Photograph of the CPWFGP-CPS mixer
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Figure 3. Measured characteristics of the double-Y mixer
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B. CPWFGP-CPS mixer
Using CPWFGP-CPS baluns at each mixer port and Alpha
diode crossover quad DMF 3965-000, the simple uniplanar
double balanced mixer is realized[9]. In distinction from
similar mixer configuration[10], this mixer does not require
any additional circuit to minimize LO leakage to RF and IF
ports, since CPS lines are used instead of slotlines. In order to
couple diode chip to LO, RF and IF ports, three identical
CPWFGP-CPS baluns are applied. RF coplanar strips are
connected directly to the diodes, while LO signal comes to
the diodes through the series beam lead capacitors Cs. These
capacitors serve three purposes: LO matching and IF and DC
blocking.
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Figure 5. Measured characteristic of CPWFGP-CPS mixer

Star mixers
Thanks to the compact CPWFGP-CPS and CPWFGP-parallel
microstrip baluns, two star mixers have been realized offering
the excellent electrical characteristics and small size that
qualify them for wireless applications.
A. Star mixer with high port-to-port isolation[11]
This type of mixer has high port-to-port isolation because
LO and RF signals propagate along the four wire line placed
between the baluns and the diode's assembly as two mutually
orthogonal modes. This high isolation is inherent, because
there is no cross coupling between the orthogonal modes,
unless circuit or diode asymmetry is introduced.
The mixer is significantly improved version of mixer[12].
Two small size double-Y baluns: a CPWFGP-CPS balun and
CPWFGP-parallel microstrip balun are used instead of long
length taper balun that considerably limited IF bandwidth of
the mixer[12]. The new mixer shows two main advantages
over the mixer[12]: the broader IF bandwidth and the smaller
size, which are obtained due to these unique baluns.
Layout of the mixer and measured characteristics are
shown in Fig. 6. The star mixer is realized on TMM 10
(εr=9.2,h=0.38mm), using a Marconi beam lead and low
barrier Schottky diodes DC1567Q. The mixer has the
minimum conversion loss of 5.5 dB and IF bandwidth of 1.5
GHz, measured at fixed LO signal of 6 GHz. The LO/RF
isolation is grater than 30 dB over 5-10 GHz range and LO/IF
isolation is greater than 25 dB in the same range. The IF
bandwidth from DC to 1.5 GHz is achieved owing to the
reduced length of the IF return path.

coupler realized with parallel microstrip lines. The main
function of this coupler is to provide LO/RF isolation in the
mixer. This is the only element in mixer's circuit that limits its
bandwidth.
In order to widen the bandwidth of the mixer, the improved
broad-band rat race coupler[13] is applied. The coupler is
designed as a microstrip circuit on half-thickness substrate
using program Touchstone. This four port circuit is optimized
in 3.5-4.5 GHz range as a two port circuit with the diodes
attached at the rest ports.

Figure 7. Layout and measured characteristics of the rat race
star mixer

Figure 6. Star mixer with high port-to-port isolation
B. Rat-race star mixer
This narrow bandwidth star mixer uses two identical
CPWFGP-parallel microstrip baluns at RF and LO ports. LO
and RF signals come to the four diodes through rat race

Layout of the mixer and measured characteristics are
shown in Fig. 7. Mixer is realized on RT/duroid 6010
substrate using Schottky diodes DC1567Q. The mixer has the
minimum conversion loss of 4.3 dB and IF bandwidth of 1.2
GHz, measured at fixed LO signal at 3.4 GHz. The LO/RF
isolation is greater than 15 dB in the whole frequency range,
in which the coupler was optimized and it is very similar to
S21 characteristic of the optimized coupler. The LO/IF
isolation is greater than 14 dB.
All DBM presented here are manufactured on a high
dielectric constant substrates and can be easily realized on Si

and GaAs substrates or scaled to higher frequencies. Their
multoctave characteristics are very important features for
unification of the microwave transceivers working in different
frequency ranges.
III I-Q MODULATOR
Nowadays, QAM modulation is very often used due to
theirs spectral efficiency [14]. The basic part of modulator
block is IQ modulator circuit (Fig. 8.).
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In order to better spectrum utilization authorities (e.g. ETSI
standards [15], Fig. 10.). give very severe requirements for
RF spectrum mask. If we assume that IQ modulators mixers
acts as ideal multipliers spectrum shaping at base band and
RF are equivalent. Since filter realization is much easier in
base band it is advisable that mixer should be constructed to
acts as much as ideal multipliers [16]. This means that
switching function of mixer diodes is driven by LO signal
instead by modulation signal.
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Figure 8. I-Q modulator
It consists of power combiner, which adds outputs of two
mixers. LO port of one mixer is fed by oscillator signal at
modulation frequency (in phase arm, I arm), while the other
mixer is fed by 90° phase shifted signal (quadrature arm, Q
arm). Digital signal i(t) and q(t) (multilevel in general) are
fed to LO input of corresponding mixers. At the output port
of IQ modulator we obtain modulated signal:

u m (t ) = i (t ) ⋅ cos(2πf c t ) + q (t ) ⋅ sin(2πf c t )
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Figure 10. Example of ETSI RF spectrum mask
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where:
i(t) digital signal for I arm
q(t) digital signal for Q arm
fc
central frequency of modulated signal
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Figure 9. Waveforms and constellation diagram for 4QAM
and 16QAM modulations
According to the number and voltage level of digits in i(t)
and q(t) digital signals we get various constellations, which
corresponds to various modulation types. To illustrate this we
shall give two very often used examples (Fig. 9.):

Practical realizations of I-Q modulator lead us to its
imperfections, which are characterized as, phase unbalance,
magnitude unbalance and carrier suppression. Dominant
consequences of these imperfections are RF spectrum
distorsion and crosswalk between I and Q arms, and vice
versa, during demodulation process.
Spectrum distorsion is characterized by increasing of side
lobes level. Its amount is hard to judge in general case due to
various types of base band spectrum shaping. Some trends are
given in [16]. But, we must be aware that main cause of side
lobe level increasing is nonlinearities in the output power
amplifier. These effects could be decreased by proper base
band shaping [1]. Having in mind that class C power
amplifier are often desired due to its efficiency, effects IQ
modulator imperfections usually could be neglected.
Crosswalk between I and Q arm causes eye pattern
closure, which degrades BER performances of the system.
These effects could be estimated by simple vector analysis of
IQ constellation diagram (Fig. 11.).
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unbalance are tolerated. Of course, formulas allow trade of
between magnitude and phase unbalance. For 16QAM
modulation requirements are much severe, so only 1° of
phase and 1dB of magnitude unbalance are allowed.
In similar manner effects of final carrier suppression could
be analyzed. In practice 20 to 30dBc of carrier suppression is
needed. For some special cases needed values could be found
in [15].
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Figure 11. Crosstalk Q arm to I arm
For receiver threshold degradation ∆nRsb in one arm, could
be estimated by calculating of eye cloisure [14]. In n-level
digital signal case, when adaptive threshold according to peak
to peak value is performed we get:
∆nRsb (Θ, adeb ) ≈ 20 log10 ((1 /(n − 1) − c ) /(1 /(n − 1) + c) ),
c = sin Θ ⋅ 10

(2)

a deb / 20

The results are given for the most common values of phase
and magnitude unbalances are given for 4 QAM and 16
QAM modulations in Table 2.
Table 2. Degradtion of receiver thresholds in one arm
∆nRsb (dB)
phase/
magnit.
1°
5°
10°

1dB
4 QAM
0.35
1.7
3.4

16 QAM
1
5.2
11.6

3 dB
4 QAM
0.43
2.1
4.3

16 QAM
1.3
6.7
16.3

Total degradation of receiver threshold depends on
applied carrier recovery method. If pilot tones are used (the
most common for multilevel signals), recovered carier has the
same phase as the I arm. In this case only crostalk from Q to I
arm exists, which is the worst case. Since I arm carries half of
informaton the total degradation is about 10 log10 2 = 0.3dB
lower.
But, if other methods of carrier recovery are performed
(e.g. Costas loop), recovered carrier is phase shifted from
original I arm phase, so crostalk from Q to I arm and from I
to Q arm both exists. The best case, in sence of the lowest
receiver threshold degradation, is when recovered clock is
phase shifted for half of phase unbalance. In this case receiver
thresholds in I and Q arm are identical:
∆n R = ∆n RQ = ∆n RI = ∆n Rsb (Θ / 2, a deb )

(3)

So, the total receiver threshold degradation lies in
interval:
∆n Rsb (Θ / 2, a deb ) ≤ ∆n R ≤ ∆n Rsb (Θ , a deb ) − 0.3dB

(4)

Analyzing formula (1) and results from Table 2. and
possibilities of realization, we conclude that phase unbalance
is more critical than the magnitude unbalance. For practical
usage degradation of 1dB is allowed in system without
forward error correction (FEC) [17]. This means that for
4QAM modulation 5° of phase and 3dB of magnitude

Considering all given requirements for IQ modulator, in the
last decade the modulators are usually constructed at
intermediate frequency (e.g. 70, 140 and 350MHz). Signal is
transferred to transmitter frequency by up-conversion (Fig.
12.).
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Figure 12. The common structure of transmitter part
In this concept the filter after up-converter is required to
remove all undesired components in the whole RF spectrum,
excluding plus/minus twice of channel spacing [2]. Typically
undesired component level at the antenna port of -60dBm is
allowed, so for 100mW transmitter suppression of 80dBc is
required. The most critical component is at image frequency.
For standard up-converter its level is identical to desired
component. Using image rejection mixers in up converter this
component could be suppers by the most of 30dB, so
additional suppression should be done by filter. In cases of
relatively low IF frequencies (several hundreds of MHz), and
relatively high transmitter frequencies (above 10GHz) the
filter magnitude characteristic should be very sharp.
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Figure 13. Direct I-Q modulator
This problem could be overcome by using I-Q modulator,
which operates directly at carrier frequency (Fig.13.). In this
case undesired components lies at multiplies of the

transmitter frequency have much lower energy than
desired signal. Virtually they are completely eliminated by
selectivity of output power amplifier, so expensive
microwave (or millimeter wave) filter is not needed. We
should also note that in this realization an oscillator at IF
frequency (usually stabilized by PLL) is saved.
The basic problem in direct IQ modulator realization at
microwave and millimeter wave bands is achievement of
phase unbalance requirement. Typical values of phase

unbalance are above 5°, which mean that only 4QAM
modulation and its derivatives (O-QPSK, GMSK etc.) could
be used. Nowadays, it is not a limitation since RF spectrum
masks are soft to allow usage of such modulations.
One practical realization of direct IQ modulator for
23GHz is shown in Fig. 14. The circuit is realized on Rogers
RO3010 substrate, (εr=10.2, h=2.54mm) with four matched
medium barrier Schotky diodes MT2015. IQ modulator is
realized as a double-sided circuit consisting of microstrip, slot
lines and CPW. Actual circuitry size is 22 x 23mm.
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Figure 14.a Direct I-Q modulator for 23GHz band
(top side)
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Figure. 14.b Direct I-Q modulator for 23GHz band
(bottom side)

IV CONCLUSION
In this paper the review of printed microwave mixers
suitable for broadband wireless applications is presented.

Mixers are based on novel double-Y baluns which provide
broadband characteristics with small size. Mixers are
designed with Schottky diodes, in order to reduce power
consumption which is very important requirement for wireless
applications.
Direct modulation of the carrier signal has been shown to
be an attractive means of reduction hardware complexity and
cost for wireless systems. Simple direct I-Q modulator for
new generation of IMTEL RRU23 is also designed and
presented.
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Sadržaj: U ovom radu dat je pregled štampanih
mikrotalasnih mešača pogodnih za širokopojasne bežične
komunikacije. Mešači se baziraju na novim dvostrukim Ybalunima koji omogućavaju širokopojasne karakteristike na
malom prostoru. Mikseri su realizovani primenom Šotki
dioda, da bi se smanjila potrošnja koja je veoma bitan zahtev
za bežične komunikacije. Direktna I-Q modulacija na nosiocu
se pokazala kao atraktivan način za smanjenje kompleksnosti
hardvera i cene bezžičnih sistema. Takođe, je pezentiran i
jednostavni direktini I-Q modulator koji se koristi u novoj
generaciji IMTEL-ovih digitalnih radio-relejnih uređaja.
MIKROTALASNI MEŠAČI ZA NOVU GENERACIJU
BEŽIČNIH SISTEMA,
Jokanović B., Trifunović V., Perić M.

